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Jaques Louis David’s The Oath of the Horatii

    

Drama & Desire: Artists and the Theatre
The AGO hires dancers instead of educators; thank goodness for the art

BY DAVID BALZER   June 23, 2010 21:06

I have, at least for now, been spared some of the tackier elements of

the AGO’s new “Drama & Desire: Artists and the Theatre.” I am

referring to the actors who are scheduled to perform, right in the

gallery spaces, scenes from plays depicted in the many, terrific

late-18th-, 19th- and early-20th-century paintings on view. Aside

from some dancers — which I missed, caught up in the neoclassicism

of the first room — they weren’t there for the press preview. No

doubt the performers will be well received, but is it so snobbish to

prefer not to see them? In addition to piped-in monologues, Opera

Atelier’s Gerard Gauci has already festooned the gallery with

theatrical props and effects, from spotlights (on paintings!) to strobe

lighting and faux-velvet curtains with LED stars. These seem

diversions, not illuminations.

What “Drama & Desire” really needs, as all AGO exhibits tend to, is more panel text. Each of these

paintings contains a story — sometimes horrific, sometimes beautiful, frequently both. Many of these

myths and incidents may have been forgotten over time, but they are by no means irrelevant to

contemporary audiences. From the first room alone, smartphone-less viewers will have to remember to

Wikipedia Andromache, Pyrrhus, Horace, Manius Curius Dentatus and many others for expositions. And

this directly relates to their historical gravitas: scant information is provided alongside the neoclassical

paintings about the French Revolution and the First Empire, even though all the painters represented,

from Lagrenée to David, and his magnificent Oath of the Horatii (pictured), were allegorists. To let

viewers gather (with the exception of one tucked-away audio illumination by the Horatii) that they were

merely depicting scenes from Greek and Roman tragedy is to misrepresent their aims.

That said, there really is no stopping the effect of such an extensive amassing of such masterful work. A

lot of noise has been made about what has been imported for the show — from the Musée D’Orsay, the

Louvre, etc. — but local viewers should feel proud of what the AGO has contributed: Fuseli’s humongous

Lear Banishing Cordelia, for instance, and, of course, selections from their impressive lithograph

collection, from Delacroix’s Faust series to symbolist Odilon Redon’s Night and The Haunted and the

Haunters. One sees the sure, smart hand of AGO curator Katharine Lochnan, who watches over those

lithos in the Print and Drawing Department and was responsible for “Turner, Whistler, Monet.” She

creates a transfixing narrative of art in the 19th century, a move of ideology from the national-political

to the personal-sociological.

In the third-last room, Toulouse Lautrec’s programs depicting life in and around the theatre suggest that

last aspect particularly, as well as Emily Dickinson’s famous lines, “The show is not the show / But they

that go.” With an ironic twist, the statement doubles as the corporate maxim for new-museum summer

blockbusters such as this, where attendance is so often the measure of success. Make no mistake,

however: “Drama & Desire” needs no pageantry other than its artworks, each of which offers its own

proscenium arch into time, and, so often and so thrillingly, into genius.
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